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Dear Mary 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital Investigation 

Thank-you for coming last Wednesday, I found the meeting 

enormously helpful in terms of moving the report onwards. 

Sorry about the amount of changes around our final 

meeting, I really wanted to be able to incorporate 

findings of the medical notes review exercise into the 

final draft, which we will discuss on 16th April 2002. As 

before, I will aim to have a report with you a week of so 

before the meeting. 

I can confirm that the next date for the final draft 

meeting will be: 

DATE: 16th April 2002 

TIHE: 10am-4pm 

LOCATION: CHI, Finsbury Tower 

I look forward to meeting you. If you should need any 

accommodation or travel organised, please contact Kellie 

0207 448 9420 

Yours sincerely 

Julie Miller 
Investigations Manager 
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Dear Tony 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital Investigation 

Thank-you for coming last Wednesday, I found the meeting 
enormously helpful in terms of moving the report onwards. 
Sorry about the amount of changes around our final 
meeting, I really wanted to be able to incorporate 
findings of the medical notes review exercise into the 
final draft, which we will discuss on 16th April 2002. As 
before, I will aim to have a report with you a week of so 
before the meeting. 

I can confirm that the next date for the final draft 
meeting will be: 

DATE: 16th April 2002 

TIME: 10am-4pm 

LOCATION: CHI, Finsbury Tower 

I look forward to meeting you. If you should need any 
accommodation or travel organised, please contact Kellie 
0207 448 9420. 

Yours sincerely 

Julie Miller 
Investigations Manager 
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Dear Maureen 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital Investigation 

Thank-you for coming last Wednesday, I found the meeting 

enormously helpful in terms of moving the report onwards. 

Sorry about the amount of changes around our final 

meeting, I really wanted to be able to incorporate 

findings of the medical notes review exercise into the 

final draft, which we will discuss on 16th April 2002. As 

before, I will aim to have a report with you a week of so 

before the meeting. 

I can confirm that the next date for the final draft 

meeting will be: 

DATE: 16th April 2002 

TIHE: 10am-4pm 

LOCATION: CHI, Finsbury Tower 

I look forward to meeting you. If you should need any 

accommodation or travel organised, please contact Kellie 

0207 448 9420. 

Yours sincerely 

Julie Miller 
Investigations Manager 
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Dear Jennifer 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital Investigation 

Thank-you for coming last Wednesday, I found the meeting 

enormously helpful in terms of moving the report onwards. 

Sorry about the amount of changes around our final 

meeting, I really wanted to be able to incorporate 

findings of the medical notes review exercise into the 

final draft, which we will discuss on 16th April 2002. As 

before, I will aim to have a report with you a week of so 

before the meeting. 

I can confirm that the next date for the final draft 

meeting will be: 

DATE: 16th April 2002 

TIHE: 10am-4pm 

LOCATION: CHI, Finsbury Tower 

I look forward to meeting you. If you should need any 

accommodation or travel organised, please contact Kellie 

0207 448 9420. 

Yours sincerely 

Julie Miller 
InvestigationsManager 
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Dear Alan 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital Investigation 

Thank-you for coming last Wednesday, I found the meeting 
enormously helpful in terms of moving the report onwards. 
Sorry about the amount of changes around our final 
meeting, I really wanted to be able to incorporate 
findings of the medical notes review exercise into the 
final draft, which we will discuss on 16th April 2002. As 
before, I will aim to have a report with you a week of so 
before the meeting. 

I can confirm that the next date for the final draft 
meeting will be: 

DATE: 16th April 2002 

TIME: 10am-4pm 

LOCATION: CHI, Finsbury Tower 

I look forward to meeting you. If you should need any 
accommodation or travel organised, please contact Kellie 
0207 448 9420 

Yours sincerely 

Julie Miller 
Investigations Manager 


